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In The Amazing Death of Calf Shirt, Hugh Dempsey recounts the oral
history of a suicide at the Kainai (Blood) Reserve in southern Alberta:
‘Sometimes even Low Horn could not help. In 1894, a woman named
Only a Flower became despondent and wandered away from the camps.
When a young boy found her hanging from a cottonwood tree, he rushed
to the medicine man’s house for help. Low Horn went to the site to cut
her down, but there was nothing he could do for the unfortunate
woman.’1 Only a Flower’s death occurred at a significant moment in
Kainaiwa history when Department of Indian Affairs (DIA) agents and
physicians campaigned to decrease the influence of medicine men by
vilifying and ridiculing Aboriginal healing methods. The journalist who
covered the incident, however, chose to focus on the investigation,
emphasizing that the inquest on ‘the body of Black Antelope’s squaw’
had been attended by a government-appointed coroner and six white
jurymen who arrived at a verdict of ‘suicide while temporarily insane.’2

In his annual report, the Indian agent abbreviated the incident further:
‘The births numbered seventy-one during the year, while the deaths
amounted to eighty-eight ... the latter including the suicide of a woman
by hanging and the accidental death of a girl by drowning.’3 Contrary to
the evidence, he concluded that the Kainaiwa were in ‘fairly good’ health
that year.

In contrast to the Indian agent’s casual dismissal of Only a Flower’s
death, the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples reported in 1995
that status Indians in contemporary Canada suffer a suicide rate three
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times the total national average, while adolescents are five to six times
more likely to commit suicide than their non-Aboriginal age-group
peers.4 The commission concluded that Aboriginal suicide was an
outward expression of the ‘cultural stress’ that accompanied Canada’s
colonial relations with First Nations.5 While the correlation between
colonialism and Aboriginal suicide remains unchallenged, psychologists
Christopher Lalonde and Michael Chandler, focusing on British Colum-
bia, have demonstrated that suicide rates can vary dramatically from First
Nation to First Nation. Arguing that there is no monolithic ‘suicidal
indigene,’ they established that 90 per cent of youth suicides between
1987 and 1992 occurred in only 10 per cent of bands, while half of the
province’s 198 bands had not experienced a single youth suicide in six
years.6 Similarly, anthropologist Ronald Niezen has noted that although
many academics and activists use official statistics to construct social
pathologies in Aboriginal communities as the legacies of colonialism,
‘solid connections between dispossession and depression are difficult to
establish.’7 His observation may explain why the history of Aboriginal
suicide in Canada has been limited to passing references, much specula-
tion, and a case study.8
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Drawing upon a wide array of sources from British Columbia and the
Prairies, this article traces these connections by exploring how represen-
tations of Aboriginal suicide and coroners’ investigations into cases of
unnatural death created the ‘suicidal indigene’ and legitimated his and
her dispossession and regulation between 1823 and 1927. As Only a
Flower’s case illustrates, Aboriginal peoples and newcomers attached
multiple, contested meanings to cases of self-directed violence in colonial
settings. A rereading of nineteenth-century narrative accounts of life and
travel in the region reveals that representations of Aboriginal suicide
played an integral, but overlooked, role in evolutionary anthropology,
which constructed race, British-Canadian identity, and modernity in
Britain and North America.9 Fur traders, explorers, and amateur anthro-
pologists offered tales of Aboriginal women hanging themselves on the
margins of Empire as evidence that Aboriginal culture was primitive,
irrational, and doomed to extinction.10 According to Aboriginal guides
and shamans, however, these narratives not only misrepresented atti-
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tudes toward suicide that were diverse, complex, and undergoing trans-
formation, they constructed as normative behaviour that was either
unsanctioned or (as Lalonde and Chandler suggest) confined to seg-
ments of select Aboriginal communities.

These trends escalated in the 1870s when the West entered Confeder-
ation and officials, settlers, and journalists attached new, sometimes
conflicting, layers of meaning to Aboriginal suicide within the imposed
and resisted structure of the coroner’s inquest. In her study of coroners’
investigations of prostitute deaths in turn-of-the-century British Colum-
bia, historian Susan Johnston observes, ‘The bodies of the dead can be
read as texts which invoke multiple interpretations and meanings.’11

When the body of the dead was ‘Indian,’ coroners’ inquests became ‘con-
tact zones’ within an intricate web of surveillance that encouraged
colonial agents to define deaths as suicides by drawing upon ‘shared
social meanings’ or ‘common sense ideas’ about circumstances that
‘typically’ culminated in Aboriginal suicide.12 Local newspapers, inquest
collections for British Columbia and Alberta, DIA reports and correspon-
dence, and North-West Mounted Police (NWMP) investigations contain
references to only sixty-seven cases of Aboriginal suicide between 1872
and 1937. Despite their rarity and confinement to select Aboriginal
communities, these cases garnered intense scrutiny by government offi-
cials, police investigators, and journalists. In many cases, the imposed
structure of the inquest permitted government officials, jurors, and
journalists to manipulate investigations and media accounts of suicide
(now defined by Canadian law as a crime) to provide concrete proof that
Aboriginal peoples were in need of further ‘protection,’ regulation, and
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surveillance because they were pathologically drunken, criminal, and
suicidal.13

As a growing number of scholars argue, however, imposed colonial
procedures also provided Aboriginal peoples with the opportunity to
contest negative stereotypes and the government policies that promoted
their emergence.14 Speaking of the traumatic impact that the loss of land,
lives, and freedom was having on some community members, Aborigi-
nal witnesses (sometimes with police cooperation) disclosed how vari-
ables like age, gender, marriage, mental illness, and the adoption of
Christianity were influencing suicide patterns and responses to colonial-
ism. In 1921, when a juryman asked a member of the Yale band in
British Columbia, why his friend, the son of a chief, had taken his own
life, he responded, ‘He used to say they stoped [sic] the fishing and they
stopped the hunting. I am poor and I am going to starve.’15 Although
Aboriginal witnesses frequently inscribed the suicide’s body with their
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critiques of colonialism, the state invested inquest proceedings with the
majesty of law,16 legitimating stereotypical, colonial constructions of
Aboriginal suicide that continue to inform discussions of the issue in
contemporary Canada.

SUICIDE AND EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY

In August 1905, a journalist with the Edmonton Bulletin, reporting on the
return of a steamer from northern Alberta, wrote, ‘The captain remarked
that the Indians were acquiring the ways of the white man ... one of
them committed suicide by shooting himself with his rifle this winter. It
is the first case of suicide he has ever heard of among the Indians.’17

Historical geographer Cole Harris defines colonialism as ‘a culture of
domination, a set of values that infused European thought and letters;
led Europeans confidently out into the world; stereotyped non-Europeans
as the obverse, the negative counterpart, of civilized Europeans; and
created moral justification for appropriating non-European lands and
reshaping non-European cultures.’18 The belief that suicide was anath-
ema to pre-contact Aboriginal culture was integral to colonial discourse.
Early nineteenth-century traders and explorers believed that the ‘stoic
Indian’ had suffered bouts of deprivation that had immunized him
against normal human pain and suffering.19 Functionalist anthropolo-
gists likewise envisaged pre-contact societies as inherently cohesive.
When Sebald Steinmetz and Edward Westermarck undertook the first
cross-cultural explorations of suicide in 1894 and 1908, they hoped to
prove that the ‘noble savage’ was exempt from the evolutionary hubris
that had corrupted ‘civilized man.’ They found, however, that suicide was
not exclusive to ‘civilization.’20

In fact, fur traders, travellers, and amateur historians had long
commented upon the phenomenon of suicidal women in the North
American West. Tales of Nlaka’pamux (Thompson), Stl’atl’imx (Lilloet),
and Dakota (Sioux) women hanging themselves in the wilderness were
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central to narratives that constructed Aboriginal women as ‘squaw
drudges,’ or irrational beasts of burden, in primitive polygamous societ-
ies. In his 1832 narrative of the Columbia River Expedition, for instance,
fur trader Ross Cox argued that sterility drew women of the Upper Fraser
River (Nlaka’pamux and Stl’atl’imx) into prostitution. Sickness and
excessive labour, he added, produced a depression of the spirits that
compelled them to suicide: ‘We saw the bodies of several of these
wretched beings, who had hanged themselves from trees in sequestered
parts of the wood.’21 Visiting the same area in the 1840s, Irish-Canadian
painter Paul Kane reported that two sisters, married to the same man,
had hanged themselves in the woods unbeknownst to each other.22

Twenty years later, the Anglican missionary Rev. Robert C. Lundin
Brown, working among the Stl’atl’imx, reported that the number of
young women killing themselves in British Columbia – for ‘contemptibly
trivial’ reasons – was incredible.23

Newcomers to the Great Plains likewise interpreted female suicide as
a primitive, irrational response to arranged marriages and polygamy.
Following his expedition to Dakota territory, English botanist John
Bradbury reported in 1817 that the situation of Aboriginal women was so
dire that they destroyed their female children and committed suicide.24

In 1823, explorers James Edward Colhoun, Stephen Long, and William
Keating similarly recounted the tale of Winona, a Dakota woman who
committed suicide by jumping from a cliff when her family negotiated
(against her wishes) marriage to an elderly, distinguished warrior.25

When Edward Duffield Neill wrote Dahkotah Land and Dahkotah Life fifty
years later, he included a chapter, ‘The Hardships of Dahkotah Females,’
wherein Dakota women were driven to suicide by their parents and
husbands’ whims: ‘Uncultivated and made to do the labour of beasts,
when they are desperate, they act more like infuriated brutes than
creatures of reason.’26 As Glenda Riley has noted, the perceived connec-
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tion between Aboriginal marriage law and suicide provided raw material
for hundreds of fictionalized, romanticized stories of the West.27

Suicide by Aboriginal women fascinated newcomers because they
linked it to ‘primitive’ marriage ‘customs’ and practices; the phenome-
non also contravened separate spheres ideology, which constructed
suicide as predominantly masculine behaviour. Armed with new English
and American statistics that ‘proved’ that men were more susceptible,
William Knighton argued in 1881 that women clung tenaciously to life
because their subsumption within the family and inherent religiosity
gave them a larger measure of ‘that hope that springs eternal.’ Those few
who did commit suicide fell neatly into the stereotype of the fallen
woman who preferred death to loss of innocence. By the end of the
century, functional sociologists interpreted female suicides as rare acts
committed by irrational individuals, while the male suicide rate
became a barometer of ‘civilization,’ modernity, and national economic
well-being.28 Tales of suicidal women on the margins of Empire, con-
sequently, fit neatly into late nineteenth-century, social Darwinian
representations of the primitive, ‘vanishing Indian.’ In 1895, the curator
of ethnology at the Smithsonian wrote, ‘Even in the animal world, any
species that would pollute the fountain and destroy the very foundation
of life or in which females committed suicide must speedily disap-
pear.’29

Given these assumptions, few newcomers recognized that Aboriginal
people’s attitudes towards suicide were diverse, complex, and undergo-
ing transformation. For instance, James Teit, an ethnographer who lived
with and married into the Nlaka’pamux, was atypically interested in
women’s experiences and discussed suicide in The Thompson Indians of
British Columbia (1900).30 Observing that suicide was common in the
1890s among women suffering from shame, remorse, or quarrels with
relatives, Teit explored the phenomenon’s historical and cultural under-
pinnings. Elders advised him that female suicide had once been associ-
ated with touching marriages; however, the Nlaka’pamux had ceased
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these courting practices by the 1860s. Prior to the gold rush, young men
wishing to marry could touch their intended with an arrow at culturally
sanctioned times and events. The touch (considered a proposal that could
be accepted or rejected by the girl’s parents) initiated formal courting.
Elders agreed that women occasionally committed suicide out of shame
or anger: some had touched a man, but met with rejection, while parents
forced others into unwanted marriages. Suicide, however, was not
exclusive to women: Nlaka’pamux men who wished to test their guardian
spirits’ ability to return them to life would occasionally take their own
lives.31 Nor was it sanctioned behaviour: shamans agreed that the sui-
cide’s soul never made it to the land of souls.32

Although Nlaka’pamux Elders contested and complicated colonial
discourses on Aboriginal suicide, Teit explained the suicides of the 1890s
by observing simply, ‘The belief that they are doomed to extinction
seems to have a depressing effect on some of the Indians.’33 An Anglican
missionary stationed at Lytton between 1867 and 1883 likewise observed
that suicide in Nlaka’pamux communities was complex and undergoing
transformation, but then proceeded to interpret it within the framework
of evolutionary anthropology. Given the power of shaming in Nlaka’pa-
mux society, the Rev. John Booth Good feared that the acceptance of
monogamy by Christian converts would have an adverse effect on wives
turned away because the action branded them unchaste. Booth predicted
that prostitution and suicide would accompany the progress of ‘civiliza-
tion.’34

On the Great Plains, suicide patterns and beliefs were likewise more
complex than non-Aboriginal preoccupations with the status of women,
arranged marriages, and polygamy suggested. John West, an Anglican
missionary stationed at Red River in the early 1820s, noted that Cree and
Saulteaux women occasionally committed suicide to nurse and accom-
pany the spirit of a deceased child to the otherworld.35 Similarly, Dakota
Elders in the 1880s disclosed that women were known to have hanged
themselves upon the death of a favoured child; the custom waned in the
1850s, however.36 Finally, although Kainai elders recounted to Beverly
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Hungry Wolf that suicide had been ‘not uncommon’ among young
women married to older men with many wives, cultural anthropologist
Alan Klein argues that polygamy itself became a notable feature of
Blackfoot political economy only with colonialism and the buffalo-robe
trade.37

As was the case in Nlaka’pamux culture, suicide by women was a
serious transgression in plains societies. In the 1820s, Stephen Long and
William Keating’s Dakota guide, Wazecota, explained that the souls of
the dead travelled to Wanare-tebe, the dwelling place of souls. In order to
reunite with friends, family, and ancestors, however, the soul had to pass
over a sharp rock. Those who fell entered the region of the evil spirit,
where they were doomed to chop wood and carry water for eternity.
Women who had violated their chastity, committed infanticide, or
hanged themselves were most likely to enter this realm. The latter, he
continued, ‘are said to go to the regions of the wicked, dragging after
them the tree to which they are suspended. ... for this reason they always
suspend themselves to as small a tree as can possibly sustain their
weight.’38 Assiniboine guides related similar beliefs to Alexander Henry
and David Thompson. Explaining that the soul had to cross a river to get
to the land of Eth’tom-E, the guides recounted that a hideous red bull
would force the guilty to tumble headlong into the river: Female suicides
were ‘the most miserable wretches of the earth.’39

The figure of the suicidal Aboriginal woman fit neatly into European
and North American narratives written for popular, metropolitan audi-
ences seeking evidence of primitive man. Written by men who used
male Elders, shamans, and guides as informants, these tales represented
but a fragment of the complex, diverse behaviour patterns and belief
systems in the region. For instance, evidence suggests that all plains
warrior societies – with various degrees of institutionalization – had
traditions of ‘masked’ suicide whereby the family and band sanctioned
voluntary death in battle as an acceptable and honourable way for an
elderly, ill, or grief-stricken warrior to die. If the warrior died in battle, he
would gain prestige in the tribe’s collective memory; if he failed, he
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would be ridiculed. Anthropologist Karin Andriolo argues that masked
suicide mitigated surplus alienation for the individual within cultures
that evaluated self-killing by hanging negatively and considered it a
characteristically feminine form of behaviour.40 As was the case in the
Pacific Northwest, evidence of suicide by Aboriginal men rarely found its
way into popular narratives because it contested dominant, evolutionary
models that constructed suicide as a masculine behaviour particular to
‘modern’ civilizations. With Confederation, this trend would change as
officials, juries, and journalists attached new layers of meaning to
Aboriginal suicide within the imposed structures of the Indian Act and
the inquest.

CONSTRUCTING ABORIGINAL PATHOLOGIES

In May 1881, a journalist reported that a ‘Penelecot’ man, arrested for
drunkenness, had hanged himself in the Nanaimo jail. Allegedly, the
cook had raised an alarm, but no officers were present to aid the pris-
oner. Officer Drake deposed at the inquest that he had arrested the
deceased – who appeared to be ‘quite rational’ – in the morning and left
him alone in a cell that afternoon.41 Although the incident could have
opened a public inquiry on jail conditions, the treatment of Aboriginal
prisoners, or police practice (indeed, the jury recommended that officers
always be in charge of prisoners), the article’s follow-up focused on the
character of the deceased: ‘It is now stated that the Indian who hung
himself in the Nanaimo jail was a bad character. The Indians were very
generally afraid of him, but now say that he has been mixed up in several
murders.’42

Historian John Lutz has argued that state surveillance of Aboriginal
peoples made colonization and the extension of settlement possible.43 As
Qual-ah-que-ah’s case illustrates, coroners’ inquests – and the newspaper
accounts they generated – created and reproduced knowledge about
Aboriginal peoples and cultures for consumption by white settlers,
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government officials, and legal authorities bent on unsettling them.
When British Columbia and the North-West Territories (Alberta and
Saskatchewan) entered Confederation, the federal government assumed
responsibility for ‘Indians’; the revised and consolidated 1876 Indian Act
constituted a comprehensive program for naming, defining, and provid-
ing surveillance of Aboriginal peoples. By designating ‘Indians’ as a
special class of persons legally dependent on the Crown, legislators
consigned them to a ‘legal never-never land.’44 Legislation defined
Indians as British subjects, but made them wards of the state – a status
they shared with children, felons, and the insane. As Lutz argues, the
state ‘pathologized’ Aboriginal peoples by blurring the line between
‘Indians’ and ‘criminals’; it criminalized behaviour (like drinking or
selling alcohol) carried out routinely by non-Aboriginals. Furthermore,
Indian agents acted as justices of the peace for Indian Act offences,
presiding over summary trials in special courts.45

Coroners’ inquests and police investigations of suicide were one more
thread in an intricate web of surveillance. Provincial governments
designated local physicians who were British citizens as coroners, work-
ing on the assumption that these men had the expertise required to
fulfill the office’s judicial and medical functions. When a physician,
police officer, Indian agent, or concerned citizen reported a sudden or
unnatural death, coroners (at their discretion) could either conduct an
inquiry or order the summons of six local citizens to act as jurymen at a
formal inquest. After viewing the body, the jury heard depositions and
rendered a verdict.46 If the jury concluded that the death was a suicide, it
chose between three verdicts: felo de se, felonious self-murder; non compos
mentis, temporary insanity; or insufficient evidence as to state of mind.47

The evidence suggests that when coroners, police, government officials,
and juries considered the evidence and judged the state of mind of the
deceased, their investigations and verdicts were governed variously by
colonial constructions of Aboriginal suicide, political expediency, and
public policy.

Given prevailing discourses on the ‘vanishing Indian,’ officials could
be remarkably indifferent to the death of reserve residents. Indian agents
rarely mentioned suicide in annual reports, and police investigators cited
instances of coroners being unwilling to travel to reserves.48 In May
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1920, the Alberta Provincial Police received a report of a hanging at the
Hobbema Reserve. When the investigating officer phoned Dr. Stevenson
to proceed to the scene, he discovered that the coroner was away on
business. A second coroner informed the police that he was too ill to
travel. Advised to proceed alone, the officer arrived at the reserve and
discovered that the majority of residents were away attending a local
pageant. The deceased’s body had been hanging unattended in the heat
for more than a week. Although the second coroner promised to catch
the next train, he never arrived. In the absence of a coroner, the Indian
agent advised a department physician to examine the body. When the
physician declared the death a suicide, Officer Cowey advised the coro-
ners to conduct a proper investigation. Upon their refusal, he travelled to
Wetaskiwin to present the case to Stevenson. Based on the testimony of
two Aboriginal witnesses who had informed Cowey that the deceased, a
nineteen-year-old unmarried youth, had been ‘acting strangely of late,’
Stevenson accepted the agency physician’s verdict and ordered an
immediate burial.49

Working closely with Aboriginal scouts and witnesses, police inves-
tigators produced evidence that contradicted the Indian agents’ inter-
pretations. In March 1904, the Kainai Reserve agent reported to the
commissioner that Clay-Bank-Foot shot his wife and himself ‘under
the influence of a condition of despondency not uncommon to the
Indian mind, this being the fourth case of the sort occurring on this
reserve within the memory of the writer.’50 However, the investigating
officer reported that the Kainaiwa believed that Clay-Bank-Foot’s behav-
iour stemmed from depression brought on by chronic tuberculosis. The
deceased allegedly believed that his wife had been unfaithful during his
stay at the Roman Catholic hospital at Stand Off. Despite his fears, the
couple moved into a shack together upon his release. At the scene,
Indian scouts found no signs of foul play and reported that all signs
indicated a deliberate murder-suicide – the carefully arranged contents of
the shack, the fully clothed condition of the bodies on the bed, the
deceased’s papers pinned to the wall.51
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Unlike police investigators, DIA officials concentrated on turning
suicide cases in the department’s favour. In 1893, Indian Commissioner
Hayter Reed reported to Deputy Superintendent General Lawrence
Vankoughnet that an Oak River Sioux woman in southern Manitoba had
hanged herself because her husband took two more wives. Although
Reed dismissed the woman’s actions as a ‘jealous fit,’ Vankoughnet
advised him to see to her children’s care: ‘It would be well, considering the
character of the father ... to get them if of proper age into some Industrial
School where they will be properly cared for and trained.’52 Similarly, in
1937 the Cote Reserve (Saulteaux) agent lamented that alcohol had not
played a role in a recent triple murder-suicide in southern Saskatchewan:
‘Although the Cote Indians are rather noted for their drinking of intoxi-
cants, this had nothing to do with the case in question. If no other good
results for the other Indians in this case, it has at least shown them the
evil results of an uncontrollable temper.’53

Because evidence of alcohol abuse led to criminal charges and
resonated with settler perceptions of Aboriginal suicide, police, jurors,
and journalists likewise fixated on the issue. When a resident of the
Piikani (Peigan) Reserve in southern Alberta allegedly committed suicide
after murdering his wife, son, and another man in 1907, the coroner
claimed that suicide was ‘too evident’ since he found rye whiskey at the
scene and the deceased had recently lost a wife and child. Sergeant J.S.
Piper concurred, expressing the belief that no man would take his son’s
life unless crazed with drink or insane. Piper’s assumption reflected the
colonial myth that Aboriginal peoples – constructed as racially and
physically inferior – did not have the same tolerance for alcohol as non-
Aboriginals.54 While the murder-suicide case was built on little more
than circumstantial evidence, the Indian commissioner advised the
agent, ‘Although the tragedy seems self-explanatory, an effort should be
made to discover whether whisky constituted a factor in bringing it
about, and if so, to discover and punish the parties or parties who
supplied it.’55
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While alcohol played a role in only 15 per cent of reported cases, jurors
subjected most Aboriginal witnesses to intense questioning regarding
the drinking habits of their friends and loved ones. In June 1875, the
death of ‘Indian Maggie’ resulted in an inquest at New Westminster,
British Columbia. The deceased’s husband alleged that he had been in
town the previous night buying shingles; when he returned home, his
wife accused him of being unfaithful. Later that evening, a married
couple living with him found Maggie hanging from a tree. In response to
questioning, the husband denied that he, or any members of his house-
hold, had been drinking. Night watchman William Moresby corroborated
the husband’s deposition, disclosing that he found no liquor on the
premises.56 Ten years later, two members of the North Arm Fraser River
Band likewise deposed that their stepfather had not been drinking when
he hanged himself at New Westminster; he was, in fact, elderly, blind,
and infirm.57 When a Tlatlasikwala woman allegedly poisoned herself
near Alert Bay in 1909, her husband testified that they had recently
quarrelled over money and separated. Although the ownership of wages
appeared to be at issue, the coroner and juror focused their questions on
whether the husband had purchased liquor. He responded, ‘I did not buy
a case of whiskey in town. I do not drink.’58

Journalists reflected and enhanced jurors’ biases and assumptions by
recording only those cases where alcohol placed a role or, when it did
not, exaggerating or manipulating the evidence to fit prevailing stereo-
types of the ‘drunken’ or ‘criminal Indian.’ In October 1890, the Victoria
Daily Colonist reported that an Indian man, suffering from temporary
insanity induced by alcohol, committed suicide. A contributor to the
same edition wrote, ‘It is much to be regretted that the Canadian Indian
who has been long in contact with civilization is not a very interesting
specimen of the genus “homo.”’ Indians, the author continued, had few
recognized virtues: Most were addicted to vice, and only a few appeared
to be intelligent or communicative.59 A non-Aboriginal visitor to the
Lekwammen Reserve had reported the suicide to the authorities. Claim-
ing that he had witnessed excess drinking there, the informant named
the deceased as the party responsible for the debauch. An investigating
officer failed to find evidence of ‘drunken Indians’ on the date in ques-
tion, however.60
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Prairie journalists similarly manipulated the evidence. When a Sec-
wepemc (Shuswap) man, visiting Alberta from British Columbia,
jumped from the roof of a Calgary hotel in 1921, the newspaper contra-
dicted inquest findings by reporting, ‘The police officer who found the
body stated that he detected a strong odor of liquor on the dead man.’61

Four years later, the Lethbridge Herald similarly slanted the evidence
when it reported that a Montana Blackfoot, ‘deciding that life held
nothing for him ... hanged himself from a Canadian Pacific Railway
bridge.’ The deceased, the article continued, had been an ‘on and off
inmate of the provincial jail.’62 Although the article created the impres-
sion that the deceased was a hardened criminal, witnesses testified that
the police and Indian agent had arrested and convicted him for trespass-
ing on the Kainai Reserve each time he visited friends and family.63

The process of inquest and inquiry not only permitted non-Aboriginal
government officials, jurymen, and journalists to impose their own
interpretations of suicide on Aboriginal communities, it allowed jurors to
pass judgment on the deceased. By the late nineteenth century, juries
rarely used the felo de se verdict of exclusion to punish the deceased
posthumously, yet seven Aboriginal men and women suffered the label
in British Columbia between 1871 and 1937. Although British legislators
abolished traditional common law penalties for suicide (like confiscation
of property) prior to Confederation, it remained a crime, and self-murder
verdicts carried considerable social stigma.64 The condemned men
included one who allegedly got drunk and stole a pair of boots, one who
tried to kill his wife and a police officer, and another who allegedly
practised Indian medicine.65 All three women were Cowichan of Vancou-
ver Island who hanged themselves only months after giving birth – one
also threatened to leave her husband.66 Jurymen perhaps used felo de se
verdicts to express strong disapproval of practices that threatened the
construction of a liberal, Christian order and patriarchal conceptions of
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marriage and motherhood. In addition, two of the Cowichan cases
involved female witnesses who tried to revive the deceased by blowing
into her ears. Occurring in the 1890s, these verdicts likely enhanced
campaigns, led by missionaries and physicians, to discredit Aboriginal
healing practices.67 In all cases, the meaning that non-Aboriginal jurors
attached to Aboriginal suicides rarely corresponded with the testimonials
of their friends, family, and neighbours.

CONTESTING TRUTHS IN THE CONTACT ZONE

The stereotypes that emerged out of coroner’s inquests and inquiries not
only legitimated increased state regulation and surveillance of Aboriginal
peoples, it also disguised colonialism’s impact on suicide patterns in
certain Aboriginal communities. In 1879, Edgar Dewdney, Indian com-
missioner for the North-West Territories, kept a journal of his travels in
the region. At Blackfoot Crossing he recorded, ‘From French & Father
Scollen heard awful tales of the state of Indians. They have been selling
their horses for a mere song, eating gophers, mice, Badgers & for the
first time have hunted the Antelope & nearly killed them all off. One
woman came to French and said she must have food for her children ...
if not she we go off and hang herself.’ When Dewdney visited Isapo-
muxika’s (Crowfoot’s) camp, another woman informed French, ‘If I can’t
get any food for my two children I must kill myself. I live only for them
& I can’t bear to see them starve.’68 Although they were less direct, police
reports and inquest depositions also contain Aboriginal people’s critiques
of and active resistance to the loss of lives, land, and freedom that
accompanied colonization.

On the Canadian Prairies, the disappearance of the buffalo in the
1870s, the treaty process, and resettlement on reserves ushered in two
decades of widespread suffering, destitution, and starvation. The Metis
military defeat during the 1885 Rebellion also signalled a new direction
in Canadian Indian policy: Its architect, Hayter Reed, sought to disman-
tle the ‘tribal’ system by promoting individualism through ‘the policy of
the Bible and the plough.’ Missionary-run residential and industrial
schools would promote ‘aggressive civilization’ by severing the ties that
bound children to the customs and traditions of their parents, while a
ban on all forms of cultural and religious ceremonies (notably, the pot-
latch and Sun Dance) would destroy ‘communist’ perceptions of prop-
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erty. Significantly, although Canadian courts accepted the legality of
Aboriginal marriages (but not divorce) in 1867, Indian Act provisions
and unofficial DIA policies encouraged agents to discourage practices
that fell outside of monogamy and life-long union by cutting off male
and female ‘offenders’ from treaty payments and rations.69

Within a cultural milieu characterized by confinement and surveil-
lance, warrior societies could no longer sustain the tradition of voluntary
death in battle. The available evidence suggests that only a few women,
including Only a Flower, hanged themselves on the Great Plains in the
early reserve period.70 By contrast, possibly the first recorded, ‘unmask-
ed’ incident of a man attempting to commit suicide occurred in 1885
when Kapapamahehakwew (Wandering Spirit), Mistahimaskwa’s (Big
Bear) war chief, stabbed himself in the chest to avoid punishment
following surrender.71 After pleading ‘guilty’ to murder, Kapapamaheha-
kwew told a reporter ‘that he had always been a friend of the white man
until last spring, and that he had been a great warrior fighting the
Blackfeet until the white men came into the country.’72 Although a priest
baptized Kapapamahehakwew, the prisoner sought assurances that the
guards would remove his shackles prior to hanging because he feared
they would accompany him to the afterlife.73 Kapapamahehakwew’s
attempted suicide marked a turning point in the history of suicide on the
Prairies. Two-thirds of the twenty-two suicides collected for analysis
involved men from Great Plains warrior societies. Although the tradition
of masked suicide was no longer sustainable, culturally patterned
behaviours persisted: With the exception of a few who hanged them-
selves in prison, the majority of men chose death by firearm.
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Subtexts of resistance to unfair police practices and government poli-
cies run throughout police and coroners’ investigations of these cases. In
September 1894, the NWMP commissioner reported that ‘Peigan Mike’
had shot himself while awaiting trial for horse theft at Pincher Creek.
Police investigators learned later that, contrary to procedure, officers had
forced the prisoner to work as a cook assistant rather than relocating him
to district gaol following committal. A constable informed Superinten-
dent Steele that he had locked Peigan Mike into a cell each evening, but
admitted that physicians had condemned the cell four years ago. Prior to
his death, Peigan Mike told police that his mother had forced him to sell
the horse for food. He also informed the police that he would rather die
than suffer the indignities of imprisonment. The local paper reported
simply and inaccurately that the prisoner had been awaiting trial for
‘killing cattle’ and had ‘managed to get a hold of a revolver.’74

Sun Calf, a Siksika (Blackfoot) man sentenced to three years at Stony
Mountain Penitentiary for horse theft, echoed Peigan Mike’s sentiments
following his escape and recapture on the Piikani Reserve in June 1905.
When the police promised his return to prison, Sun Calf attempted
suicide by puncturing his arm with a needle. He later informed the
NWMP that his conviction and sentence had been unjust and that ‘he
would cut his throat rather than go back to Stony Mountain’ where, he
argued, conditions were so deplorable he contracted tuberculosis.75 When
Tail Feathers, a Kainai scout with the NWMP, shot himself in 1907, the
investigation likewise revealed subtexts of resistance to Canadian crimi-
nal justice. Kainai witnesses deposed that Tail Feathers had become
enraged when a local justice of the peace sentenced a man found guilty
of sexually assaulting his wife to only one month in prison. The scout,
they continued, also believed that the Kainaiwa detested and distrusted
him because he worked for the police and that the NWMP had cheated
him of rations. Only Chief deposed that he last saw Tail Feathers riding
towards the house of his wife’s rapist ‘chanting the old song the Indians
used when starting on the war path.’76

While members of the Siksika Nation connected suicide to state
surveillance, legal regulation, and the loss of freedom that accompanied
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colonialism, Aboriginal witnesses more generally associated it with the
moral uncertainty and confusion that accompanied government and
missionary attempts to impose monogamous, Christian marriages. Over
90 per cent of the suicides examined involved not adolescents, but young
to middle-aged married men and women. In 40 per cent of cases, Abo-
riginal witnesses cited domestic disputes as the precipitating cause. As
the earlier example involving the Oak River Sioux woman suggests, a
husband or wife’s acceptance or rejection of Christian marriage could
precipitate disagreements that culminated in suicide or murder. In 1887,
a member of the Little Black Bear Band of the File Hills Agency (Cree)
shot his wife, then himself, following a dispute. Family and friends
testified that the husband had left the reserve with another woman; in
his absence, the wife returned to her father’s tent. When the husband
returned and demanded that the wife return to him, she turned to the
Indian agent for advice. Although witnesses provided a clear narrative of
events leading up to the murder-suicide, the coroner’s jury found that
Mes-Kan-achs had committed murder-suicide for ‘no known reason.’77

In British Columbia, where women accounted for 40 per cent of all
reported cases, Aboriginal witnesses likewise connected suicide to the
confusion in gender roles and marital relationships that accompanied
colonialism. In 1891, a Saanich witness deposed at an inquest into the
death of ‘Loxin Bill’ that the deceased was his son whom he had not seen
for two years. The deceased’s sister-in-law, a Semiahmoo widow, testified
that she had refused to marry the deceased until a Catholic priest arrived
to perform the ceremony. Loxin Bill and his sister-in-law belonged to
Coast Salish cultures, where parents arranged marriages, wives lived in
their husband’s village, and widows married a brother-in-law upon their
husband’s death.78 In this case, when the widow refused her brother-in-
law’s proposal, he went into the woods where he was found ‘hanging by
his gaily coloured yarn belt to the limb of a little maple.’79 When a
Cowichan woman hanged herself in October 1902, witnesses likewise
cited uncertainty regarding her marital status as a key motivating factor.
Thomas, her husband by Aboriginal law, deposed that he and his wife
had been preparing to marry in a church when family members forbade
it because Thomas’s first wife, by Christian marriage, was still alive.
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When Thomas told his wife that he would ask the priest if they could
marry legally, she started to cry, fearing ‘they would bring my first wife
back.’80

Aboriginal testimony at the inquests into the suicide deaths men-
tioned by Teit likewise bore out Booth’s predictions that colonialism
would have an adverse effect on women. Three Nlaka’pamux women at
the Nicola reserves committed suicide in the brief period between 1891
and 1900. Their cases coincided with mass British settlement, which
abruptly ended female out-migration and the cross-cultural sexual
relationships that had characterized the gold-rush era. Historical geogra-
pher Nadine Schuurman argues that the advent of colonial administra-
tion, missionaries, and disease increased women’s physical labour and
hardships.81 In 1891, ‘Indian Frank’ testified that his wife, Tell:whiliks,
had committed suicide following a domestic dispute. According to the
husband, Tell:whiliks had accused him of giving her a venereal disease;
when he denied it, she confessed to carnal relations with another. When
Frank left to confront the man in question, Tell:whiliks hanged herself in
the woods. Frank admitted that he had been living with the deceased for
two years, but had not married her in a church. When asked by a jury-
man to explain his wife’s actions, Frank responded, ‘All the young Indian
women hang themselves when they feel bad over men.’ A male friend
corroborated his testimony.82 Martin Shuta likewise represented his
wife’s behaviour as ‘customary’ when she hanged herself in 1897. Resi-
dents of the Nicola Lake Reserve, the Shutas married according to
Aboriginal law in 1882 and within the church ten years later. On the day
in question, Shuta came home from the fields to discover his wife having
‘criminal connections’ with his brother. When Shuta told his wife that
the act was bad, owing to their Christian marriage, she claimed that his
brother had forced her. Martin did not believe his wife and assured the
jury that shame, remorse, and heartsickness had motivated his wife’s
actions: ‘Suicide by hanging is an Indian custom among women, when
in trouble.’83

Nlaka’pamux men perhaps represented these suicides as ‘traditional’
because of the method chosen; they may also have been playing to non-
Aboriginal perceptions to avoid trouble from a legal system they feared.
Female Nlaka’pamux witnesses more freely connected the suicides to
changes that accompanied colonialism. Martin Shuta’s sister, for in-
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stance, testified that her sister-in-law had been labouring unhappily in
the fields on the morning of her death and had suffered the deaths of
three children since her marriage.84 When Agnes, a resident of the
Coldwater Reserve, committed suicide in May 1900, her sister likewise
testified that her status as an unmarried woman with an illegitimate
child motivated her decision.85 Whereas the Nlaka’pamux had once
viewed suicide as an option for women shamed during the rituals of
courtship, within the imposed structures of colonialism it became a last
desperate option for women caught on the boundary between two
cultures.

CONCLUSION

In January 1876, a Skxwúmish man, identified as ‘Lazy Jim,’ testified
that he, ‘Indian Ginger,’ and another man had attended a dance near
their home at Burrard Inlet after drinking two glasses of gin. Ginger’s
sister informed the court that her brother threatened to hang himself
later that night. Suspecting that it was only the alcohol talking, she took
the rope from her brother and went to bed. The next morning, a neigh-
bour discovered Ginger hanging in a deserted building. The jury passed
a verdict of ‘suicide’ with insufficient evidence as to state of mind.
According to Ginger’s friend, however, the deceased would often get
drunk and threaten to kill himself because he did not know where his
father was buried. 86

As sociologist Jack Douglas argues, police officers, relatives, coroners,
jurors, and the suicides themselves draw upon commonsense ideas or
‘shared social meanings’ about the circumstances and motives that
‘typically’ culminate in suicide.87 When white settlers in colonial societies
met to determine the cause of death of Aboriginal peoples like Only a
Flower and ‘Indian Ginger,’ the shared social meanings they drew upon
were constructed visions that had developed over a century of cultural
contact. Although nineteenth-century anthropologists had assumed that
suicide was a phenomenon unique to ‘civilized,’ capitalistic societies,
European travellers, fur traders, and missionaries recorded instances of
its feminine form in pre- and early-contact cultures. When viewed
through a lens clouded by European gender norms, Aboriginal suicide
fell neatly into the colonizers’ perceptions of Indigenous peoples as
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primitive, irrational, and doomed to extinction. With the advent of fed-
eral administration and the Indian Act, settlers, journalists, and colonial
agents added new layers of meaning to Aboriginal suicide. The non-
Aboriginal men who met to judge ‘Indian Ginger’s’ suicide concentrated
on alcohol as a motivating factor and, consequently, failed to take
seriously ‘Lazy Jim’s’ belief that the deceased’s behaviour stemmed from
unresolved grief over the loss of his father – and the links to the cultural
community that his father represented.

As ‘Indian Ginger’s’ example illustrates, the case files collected by
police investigators and coroners contain subtexts of resistance to the
stereotype of the ‘suicidal Indian’ and to the loss of lives, land, and
freedom that accompanied colonialism that have only recently entered
public discourse on Aboriginal suicide in Canada. Some Aboriginal wit-
nesses contested the assumption that substance abuse or conflicts with
the law were the motivating cause of their friend or loved one’s death;
others directly linked substance abuse and suicide to the regulation,
death, poverty, and confusion in gender roles and marital relationships
that accompanied colonialism. While it is impossible to mistake the
connections between dispossession, depression, and suicide contained in
many of these testimonies, depositions by Aboriginal witnesses indicate
that variables like age, marital status, religion, gender, and mental illness
influenced responses to colonialism within Aboriginal communities. As
Christopher Lalonde and Michael Chandler argue, the myth of the
‘suicidal aboriginal,’ constructed in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, cloaked the realities of intra-community variability.

If coroners’ inquest depositions truly reflect the ‘realities’ of suicidal
behaviour within Aboriginal communities, then the historical record also
supports Lalonde and Chandler’s finding that suicide rates vary dramati-
cally from community to community. Although some First Nations
bands and tribes like the Cowichan, Nlaka’pamux, and Siksika experi-
enced suicide ‘clusters’ in the early reserve period, the trend waned by
the First World War. In British Columbia, only five status Indians
committed suicide between 1910 and 1937; in Alberta, six did so between
1910 and 1927. Significantly, only two of the pre-Second World War
suicides examined involved adolescents. Despite their rarity, these cases
helped to construct the ‘suicidal,’ ‘drunken,’ and ‘criminal’ Indian in the
settler imagination and to legitimate increased regulation and surveil-
lance of reserve populations. Lalonde and Chandler’s contemporary
research has revealed a strong correlation between cultural continuity
and suicide: Communities with self-government, control of land, band-
controlled schools, community-controlled health services, cultural faci-
lities, and control of police and fire services are significantly less at risk.
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The historical record reveals that the state’s usurpation of the process by
which Aboriginal peoples defined and mediated suicidal behaviour – and
the conflicts that precipitated it – contributed to the cultural trauma that
accompanied colonialism. The inquest process promoted myths and
stereotypes that have disguised the need for in-depth studies of suicide in
specific First Nations communities. In addition, the internalization of
these stereotypes by subsequent generations of Aboriginal children has
likely contributed to escalating rates of adolescent suicide in certain First
Nations communities since the Second World War.88




